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This paper presents a study of bifurcations and synchronization$in the sense of Pecora and Carroll
@Phys. Rev. Lett.64, 821–824~1990!#% in the Moore–Spiegel oscillator equations. Complicated
patterns of period-doubling, saddle-node, and homoclinic bifurcations are found and analyzed.
Synchronization is demonstrated by numerical experiment, periodic orbit expansion, and by using
coordinate transformations. Synchronization via the resetting of a coordinate after a fixed interval is
also successful in some cases. The Moore–Spiegel system is one of a general class of dynamical
systems and synchronization is considered in this more general context. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1054-1500~97!02604-9#
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Two „or more… dynamical systems can, under certain cir-
cumstances, be made to synchronize. That is, all the sys
tems converge to the same temporal behavior even whe
the underlying dynamics are chaotic. This is not guaran-
teed to occur for all couplings, and even when it occurs it
may cease if some system parameters are varied slightly
Therefore, methods by which this convergence can be
achieved have recently been of much interest. Apart from
an intrinsic interest in synchronization, there are also ap-
plications to a wide variety of subjects; these include
cryptography, neural networks, electrical circuits, and
coupled lasers. This paper explores the behavior of a
relatively unstudied nonlinear oscillator, and its synchro-
nization properties. The study is placed in a more general
setting, which casts light upon the general synchroniza-
tion properties of a wide class of dynamical systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Master-slave synchronization

Synchronization is the term given to the phenomenon
which coupled nonlinear systems ultimately converge to
same temporal behavior after initial separation. The prob
of synchronization for general forms of coupling has a w
ranging significance, but here we will be concerned with
special class of synchronizing systems. These are ‘‘mas
slave’’ systems which are defined as follows.1,2 Take two
identical copies of a nonlinear system; for example, fo
three-dimensional dynamical system,

S ẋ

ẏ

ż
D 5S f ~x,y,z!

g~x,y,z!

h~x,y,z!
D and S Ẋ

Ẏ

Ż
D 5S f ~X,Y,Z!

g~X,Y,Z!

h~X,Y,Z!
D ,

~1!

where (x,y,z) and (X,Y,Z) are the coordinates of the pha
spaces of the two systems andf , g, and h are prescribed
functions. Then, select one system, (x,y,z), as the master
and the other, (X,Y,Z), as the slave. We then couple the tw
systems by completely replacing a coordinate of the sl
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system by the corresponding coordinate of the master,
carding the redundant equation for the replaced varia
That is, if ~for example! we selectx as the ‘‘synchronizing
coordinate,’’ or ‘‘drive variable,’’ then

S ẋ

ẏ

ż
D 5S f ~x,y,z!

g~x,y,z!

h~x,y,z!
D and S Ẏ

ŻD 5S g~x,Y,Z!

h~x,Y,Z!D .

~2!

Finally, if Y2y→0 andZ2z→0 ast→`, then we may say
that the slave synchronizes to the master. Later, we cons
another, related form of master-slave synchronization,
for now we work with the relationship between~1! and~2! as
the operational definition of master-slave coupling.

Given the extreme sensitivity of a chaotic nonlinear s
tem to its initial condition, synchronization is, at least in
tially, a surprising observation. However, the key point
that the slaved system in~2! is mathematically different from
the original in ~1! on a fundamental level. In fact, maste
slave synchronization can be rigorously demonstrated fo
number of dynamical systems, notably the Lore
equations.3 However, synchronization is not necessarily
property of general dynamical systems. Moreover, the p
nomenon does not automatically occur for all drive variabl
nor for all parameter values and initial conditions.

B. The Moore–Spiegel oscillator

The heart of this paper is a discussion of synchronizat
in the Moore–Spiegel system.4 This system can be written in
the forms,

ẋ5y, ẏ5z, ~3!

ż52z2~T2R1Rx2!y2Tx, ~4!

or

x̂1 ẍ1~T2R1Rx2!ẋ1Tx50, ~5!

whereR andT are constants. Solutions to these equations
thought to be chaotic~Refs. 4, 5, and 6; see Fig. 1!.
738© 1997 American Institute of Physics
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739N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
The physical background to the model is in fluid m
chanics. In essence, the model describes a small fluid
ment oscillating vertically in a temperature gradient with
linear restoring force. The element exchanges heat with
surrounding fluid and its buoyancy depends upon temp
ture. In other words, the system is a nonlinear therm
mechanical oscillator with displacementx(t). The parameter
R corresponds to the Rayleigh number andT to the tension
constant that quantifies the restoring force. Further detail
the model can be found in Refs. 4 and 5.

In many senses it is, along with the Lorenz system, o
of the classical low-order dynamical systems exhibiti
chaos. However, in contrast to other nonlinear systems s
as the Lorenz and Ro¨ssler equations, it has received le
serious attention. This motivates us to give more than a
sory examination of the system itself in Sec. II.

Although both the Lorenz system and the Moore
Spiegel oscillator arise in the context of thermal convecti
there are fundamental differences between the two syste
One of these differences lies in the form of the equatio
when parameters are set such that the systems
conservative.6 For Moore–Spiegel, this limit is obtaine
when R→` and T→` with T/R order one. In fact, it is
instructive to place both systems in a more general cont
based upon their conservative forms. This proves valua

FIG. 1. Sample time series,x(t), for R5100 and~a! T550, ~b! T540, ~c!
T538, ~d! T528, ~e! T520, and~f! T510. The series in~a!, ~b!, and ~f!
are periodic; those in~c!, ~d!, and~e! appear to be chaotic. On average,~a!,
~d!, ~e!, and~f! are symmetrical (x→2x), but ~b! and ~c! are not.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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for considering synchronization properties of entire clas
of dynamical systems.

C. Generalized potential systems

The conservative limit of Moore–Spiegel is obtained
making certain parameters diverge. Consequently, it is c
venient to first rescale such thatt̂5R1/2t, x̂5d21/2x,
d512T/R.5 The Moore–Spiegel equations are then writt
in the form

ẋ5y, ẏ5z, ż5d~12x2!y2R2 1/2@z1~12d!x#, ~6!

on dropping the ‘‘hat’’ decoration. We then define the va
able,l, to replacez:

z52dl2dxS 1

3
x221D . ~7!

Thus the system becomes

ẋ5y, ẏ52dl2dxS 1

3
x221D ~8!

and

l̇5
1

d
R2 1/2S x2

1

3
dx32dl D . ~9!

The limit R→` is now straightforward.
This equivalent system allows an interpretation in ter

of the motion of a particle in a time-varying potenti
V(x,l), where

V~x,l!5
x4

12
2

x2

2
1lx. ~10!

Then

ẍ52d
]V

]x
. ~11!

The equations can now be written as an example of a gen
class of potential systems that also includes the Lorenz
Rössler systems as particular cases. We define the c
through the equations,

ẋ5y, ẏ52
]V~x,l!

]x
2ny, l̇52e@l1g~x!#, ~12!

wheren ande are positive constants, andg(x) is a polyno-
mial in x. The potentialV(x,l) is

V~x,l!5
xm

m
2 (

k51

m21

ak~l!
xk

k
~13!

with m an integer; for the Lorenz and Moore–Spiegel sy
temsm54 and for the Ro¨ssler systemm53, with various
choices for the functions,ak(l), and the other parameter
Synchronization for this general class in investigated
Sec. V.
No. 4, 1997
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740 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
II. THE MASTER SYSTEM

A. Preliminaries

The nonlinear system~3! and~4! has a fixed point at the
origin. ProvidedT.0 and R.0 ~the parameter regime of
interest!, this fixed point is always unstable. Instead, the sy
tem displays a perplexing array of periodic and aperiod
behavior~see Fig. 1!. Shortly, we make sense of this zoolog
by constructing a bifurcation sequence obtained on varyingT
at fixedR5100 ~we use this parameter value throughout th
study!. First, though, we make some preliminary remarks.

The Moore–Spiegel equations are invariant under t
symmetry, (x,y,z)→(2x,2y,2z). Thus given one solu-
tion, we may always find another on applying the symmet
operation. Certain of the solutions shown in Fig. 1 also po
sess the symmetry, and so no new solutions are genera
this way. Other solutions in Fig. 1, however, are asymmet
cal and there are ‘‘mirror’’ copies of these objects.

Solutions to Eqs.~3! and ~4! define orbits in the phase
space (x,y,z). The orbits of the dynamical system describe
flow, u5( ẋ,ẏ,ż), in this phase space. Importantly, the dive
gence of this velocity field is21 for ~3! and~4!, or 2R21/2

for ~8! and ~9!. This indicates that the system is dissipative
and a finite initial volume of the flow will ultimately con-
dense into a region with zero volume. That is, the syste
converges to an attractor with dimension less than three.
will visualize these attractors by phase portraits project
onto the (x,y) plane, and with Poincare´ sections.

B. A bifurcation sequence

We begin at largeT, since this is where the system ha
the simplest attractors: forT.43.4, the oscillator settles into
a symmetrical limit cycle@Fig. 2~a!#. At T'43.4, the sym-
metrical limit cycle loses stability in a symmetry-breakin
bifurcation ~a necessary precursor to more complicated d
namics!. This leads to a pair of asymmetrical limit cycles fo
smallerT @Fig. 2~b!#. These asymmetrical cycles persist sta
bly down to T'39.45 where there is a period doubling bi
furcation, followed by further ones at~slightly! smaller T
~Fig. 3!. This is the beginning of a cascade that leads to t
object shown in Figs. 3~d! and 4 which we interpret to be a
strange attractor. There also exists a copy of this object o
tained on applying the symmetry operation, (x,y,z)
→(2x,2y,2z). A Poincare´ section taken at the maximal

FIG. 2. ~a! Symmetrical and~b! asymmetrical orbits projected onto the
(x,y) plane.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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values of x @Fig. 5~a!# yields the return ‘‘map,’’
xn115 f (xn), shown in Fig. 5~b! ~though the plot ofxn

againstxn11 is evidently not one dimensional, we informally
refer to it as a map!.

The run of solutions with the parameterT is shown more
fully in the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 6. This shows the

FIG. 3. Period doubling cascade. Shown are orbits projected onto the (x,y)
plane for~a! T540, ~b! T539.4, ~c! T539.3, and~d! T539.25, together
with magnifications near the left-hand tip of the attractors.

FIG. 4. Attractor atT539 in the phase space (x,y,z). The dots indicate the
Poincare´ sectiony50; those withx.0 are shown in Fig. 5.
No. 4, 1997
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741N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
extremal values ofx explored over a certain time interva
(200 units!, after transients have subsided, as a function oT.

Beyond the cascade to chaos, the attractor develop
we lowerT; in the familiar fashion, windows of stable per
odic orbits appear. The most prominent in Fig. 6 is
period-7 window nearT535.5. ~Note that this does no
mean that period-3 never appears; the usual period-3 win
is too narrow to pick out in Fig. 6 and the return map of
contains period-3 points - see Table II.! At T'34.25, the two
asymmetrical attractors collide and merge; for smallerT
there is a single attractor with symmetrical structure~see Fig.
8!.

Eventually, forT528, the region occupied by the attra
tor again becomes narrow, and the object once more h
ribbonlike structure. More phase portraits are shown in F
8. At smallerT still, a striking pattern appears in the bifu
cation diagram consisting of stable limit cycles, perio
doubling cascades and small windows of chaos~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 5. ~a! Poincare´ section at the maxima inx of the object shown in Fig.
4 (T539). This gives the maximal values,Xn , which are used to construc
the return ‘‘map’’ in panel~b!.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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The attractors are rather complicated orbits@see Fig. 1~e! and
1~f!# that wind repeatedly around foci straddling the orig
on thex axis @Figs. 1~f! and 8~d!#. But these foci cannot be
fixed points.

Note that there are multiple attractors that are not
vealed by the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. For
example, in the detail of Fig. 7, the thicker dots show t
location of a stable periodic orbit that coexists with the~pre-
sumably! chaotic attractor nearT520.

To interpret some of the structure of the bifurcation d
gram we now isolate two particular bifurcations of th
plethora of Fig. 6.

C. Homoclinic behavior near T527

In Fig. 6, nearT527, the attractor collapses to a rel
tively compact form. A sample phase portrait is shown

FIG. 6. Bifurcation diagram obtained by recording the extremal points ix
(y50) over intervals 200 time units long after transients have largely s
sided, for various values ofT. Panels~a! and~b! divide the range inT into
two. In the first panel, there are two attractors that are mirror images of e
other, labeledA andB. The symmetry breaking bifurcation~SB!, first period
doubling ~PD! and merging of the two attractors~C! are also indicated.
No. 4, 1997
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Fig. 8~c!. This ribbonlike attractor is composed of two dis-
tinct strips or bows stemming from the neighborhood of th
origin. Within each strip the orbit circulates comparatively
uniformly. However, in the vicinity of the origin, there is a
relatively rapid divergence of neighboring trajectories, muc
as a straining flow in a fluid@see Fig. 9~a!; projection on the
(x,y) plane obscures this feature somewhat#. This region is
of prime importance in controlling the dynamics of the flow.

The form of the attractor also suggests that there is a
orbit nearby in parameter space that leaves the origin, win
around one of the bows of the ribbon, then ultimately return

FIG. 7. A detail of the bifurcation diagram. Two separate runs nearT520
are shown. In one run, the sequence runs from smallT upwards, in the
second, from largeT downwards. This isolates two coexisting attractors; a
strange object signified by the ‘‘cloud’’ of dots, and a stable limit cycle
portrayed as thicker points nearx51.7.

FIG. 8. More chaotic attractors projected onto the (x,y) plane forT535,
33, 27.4, and 20.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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to x5y5z50 ~these orbits can be constructed numerically!.
That is, a nearby homoclinic orbit. In fact, as the following
arguments suggest, the dynamics of the system nearT527 is
much like a ‘‘Lorenz flow’’ ~e.g., Ref. 7!.

Near the origin, we may linearize the equations:

x̂1 ẍ2~R2T!ẋ1Tx50. ~14!

The solutions are expnj t, for j 51,2,3. If R@T, then

n1'2AR2T, n2'AR2T, and n3'T/~R2T!.
~15!

The n j ’s are the eigenvalues of the flow near the origin.
Evidently,n1,0, butn2 andn3 are both negative, although
in this limit, n3'0. Associated with the eigenvalues are the
vectors,ej . These eigenvectors locally define the stable and
unstable manifolds of the origin.

ProvidedR@T, then, we anticipate that the dynamics
near x5y5z50 is one composed largely of contraction
along the stable direction,e1, and expansion along the
strongly unstable vector,e2. Numerical confirmation of this
view is provided in Fig. 9~b!, where we use the vectorsej as
a coordinate transformation, (x,y,z)→(e1 ,e2 ,e3), and plot
the phase portrait on the (e1 ,e2) plane. The magnification
near the origin displays the ‘‘unraveled’’ characteristics of
the dynamics, and closely resembles the usual structure of
Lorenz flow.

A more quantitative description of the dynamics can be
gleaned using standard dynamical systems techniques~e.g.,
Ref. 7!. We consider a local neighborhood of the origin such
as the detail of Fig. 9~b!; 2c,e1,c and 2c,e2,c for
some constantc @equal 0.15 in Fig. 9~b!#. The orbits enter
this region from the left or right, then leave through the top

FIG. 9. Numerical evidence for a Lorenz-like flow atT527.4. In panel~a!,
the phase portrait is shown projected onto the (x,y) plane. In~b!, the orbit
is drawn projected onto the (e1 ,e2) plane, wheree1 ande2 are defined by
the linearization around the origin. Magnifications of the neighborhood of
x5y5z50 are also shown in both cases.
No. 4, 1997
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743N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
or bottom of the ‘‘box.’’ In line with the observation,n3'0,
we ignore the evolution of the coordinatee3 within the box.

For thenth traversal of the region, we denote the coo
dinate on the right or left hand edges of the box by (6c,jn).
Then, the orbit leaves the box at the point (j* ,6c), where

j* 56cujn /cu2n2 /n15:6cujn /cus, ~16!

and we take2 or 1 depending on whether the orbit enter
with jn,0 or jn.0.

The orbit subsequently follows an excursion dictated
the outer arms of the flow. However, the flow here is unco
plicated, and the trajectory becomes reinjected into the
through one of the sides. We assume that the location on
side is simply a function of the previous point of exit; that
j* . The simplest possible functional form is a linear on
which is approximately valid if the attractor forms a narro
ribbon. Moreover, the attractor we are attempting to rep
sent is symmetrical. Hence we take

jn115H A1Bj* if jn.0

2A2Bj* if jn,0,
~17!

whereA andB are constants. Whence,

jn1156A1c12sBujnus. ~18!

This is a return map on the Poincare´ section,e256c.
For the case at hand, the ratio,2n2 /n15s'1. Hence

the map~18! is approximately composed of a discontinuo
linear function with slope near61. In Fig. 10 we show a
return map that takes such a form. The section used for
map isy50 anduxu.2.1, which corresponds to the large
extrema inx of the outer ribbons of the flow; suitable con
stants have been subtracted from the resultingx values to
reveal the structure. The slopes of the map in Fig. 10

FIG. 10. Return map taken from the Poincare´ section,y50, uxu.2.1, which
corresponds to the two largest of the four extrema of the ‘‘bows’’ of
attractor in Fig. 9~a!. T527.4. The constants,62.1 have been subtracte
from thex values,Xn , to reveal more of the structure of the map. The dot
lines have slope2n1 /n2'1.175.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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close to 2n1 /n2, which @though different from what one
expects from~18!# reflects the controlling influence of the
dynamics nearx5y5z50.

We may use the symmetry of the attractor to simplify th
return map further; we simply take the absolute value of t
coordinates of the section. This leads to a compact map t
concisely represents the dynamics@see Fig. 11~d!#. In fact,
the bifurcation pathway takes the form of a simple sequen
of return maps~Fig. 11!. Thus in principle, the dynamics of
the system forT near 27 can be predicted by a discontinuou
linear map.

D. Solutions at small T

To understand the complicated pattern of bifurcatio
for T,25 @Fig. 6~b!#, we focus on a range centered atT520.
For this value ofT we have the attractor displayed in Figs
1~e! and 8~d!. We cut this attractor with a Poincare´ section at
x50, and use symmetry to record onlyuyu and uzu at each
intersection. The associated return maps at four values oT
are shown in Fig. 12.

Four stages in the bifurcation sequence are illustrated
the maps shown in Fig. 12. For smallerT there is a period
doubling cascade centered on a fixed point that correspo
to a symmetrical periodic orbit with six turns about eac
‘‘focus.’’ This leads to the object represented in Fig. 12~a!.
This object develops asT increases and the map acquire
more structure@see Fig. 12~b!#. Next, in Fig. 12~c!, there is a
saddle node bifurcation where a new pair of fixed poin
appear at loweruzu; these correspond to periodic orbits with
seven turns about each focus. At this stage, there are

FIG. 11. Various return maps ofuXnu, whereXn is taken from Poincare´
sections at the primary extrema of the outer arms of the attractors for~a!
T526.4,~b! T526.8,~c! T527, and~d! T527.4. In each case we have also
included dotted lines with slope,6n1 /n2'61.175. Note that the map in
panel~a! is double-valued; this arises because forT less than the homoclinic
value~about 26.9!, the attractor is no longer symmetrical, and so taking th
absolute value introduces an unnecessary ambiguity.
No. 4, 1997
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744 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
attractors; the new stable fixed point and the original strang
attractor. Finally, the chaotic object loses asymptotic stabilit
as its invariant set collides with the newly created unstab
fixed point @Fig. 12~d!#.

A remarkable feature of the maps shown in Fig. 12 i
that the ‘‘curve’’ zn115g(zn) is approximately the same in
each case up to aT-dependent offset in largely the horizon-
tal. This is shown further in Fig. 13 where we collapse the
curves to a common ‘‘function,’’z85G(z), by including
suitable offsets. Moreover, the function is also nearly per
odic and can be extended to the right and left. This functio
can be thought of as an ‘‘empirical return map’’ that we may
shift horizontally to simulate the bifurcation path. This shift
reproduces the repeated appearance of stable orbits, per
doubling cascades and chaotic windows of Fig. 6~b!. More-
over, it suggests a sequence like that shown in Fig. 14 whic
plots the fixed points as a function of the horizontal shift.

An important feature of this bifurcation picture is that
there is a single periodic orbit that winds through a larg
number of saddle-node bifurcations asT is decreased. At

FIG. 12. Return maps on the sectionx50 for ~a! T519.9, ~b! T520, ~c!
T520.02, and~d! T520.22. The maps showuznu againstuzn11u.

FIG. 13. Composite function,G(z). The action of decreasingT is equiva-
lent to shifting the graph ofG(z) to the right; equivalently, this can be
viewed as dragging the diagonal line,z85z to the left, as shown. A period
doubling, saddle node, and destruction of the chaotic attractor are indicate
Chaos, Vol. 7
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each turnaround, the orbit acquires an extra half turn ab
both foci. In addition, there are period doubling cascad
along the path~there must also be inverse period doublin
cascades on the right-hand portions of the branches, tho
these occur over parameter ranges that are too small to
serve!. This image is reminiscent of Shilnikov theory,8 al-
though the underlying periodic orbit is not tending to
homoclinic connection. There are also similarities betwe
the bifurcation diagram and map shown above with some
the results portrayed in Ref. 6; these may aid in the interp
tation of the ‘‘pre-turbulence’’ that occurs in the chaotic re
gime before the period doubling cascade.

Numerical evidence in support of the scenario of Fig.
is shown in Fig. 15. This plots the loci of the lowest-orde
periodic orbits crossing the Poincare´ sectionx50. Also in-
dicated are points from solving a succession of initial-val

d.

FIG. 14. Bifurcation diagram suggested by the ‘‘empirical map’’ of Fig. 1

FIG. 15. Actual bifurcation diagram taken from the sectionx50.
, No. 4, 1997
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745N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
problems. This picture shows the winding of the princip
periodic orbit, together with the period doubling cascad
~we have not followed the orbits completely around the
furcation path; near the maxima of the map, the orbits
come very unstable and difficult to find!.

The geometry of the orbit can be interpreted in terms
Duffing’s equation. WhenR@1, we may neglect the term
2Tx in the Moore–Spiegel equations, then integrate:

ẍ1 ẋ1RxS 1

3
x221D'C, ~19!

whereC is a constant determined from the initial condition
If C50, solutions of Eq. ~19! spiral into the points,
(6A3,0,0). The assumption that the2Tx term is negligible
requiresuR(12x2)yu,uTxu and for spiraling orbits this is
true, on average, until we enter anO(T/R) neighborhood of
(6A3,0,0). The neglected2Tx term then reasserts its influ
ence; the full system in this region is approximated by

x̂1 ẍ'6A3T. ~20!

Solutions to this equation travel outwards from (6A3,0,0)
roughly along thex axis until uR(12x2)yu.uTxu and we
then revert to~19!. The solution to~20! drives the orbit away
from one of (6A3,0,0) andinto the domain of attraction o
the other. Thus the cycle repeats indefinitely.

In principle, we could use matched asymptotic metho
to piece together the solutions to~19! and ~20!, in order to
construct a uniformly valid approximation~cf. Ref. 9!. This
might enable us to fashion an asymptotic return map to p
allel the empirical one portrayed in Fig. 13.

III. THE SLAVE SYSTEM

We now consider synchronization of the Moore–Spie
system. For some dynamical systems, such as the Lo
equations, one can prove synchronization using a Lyapu
function. For the Moore–Spiegel system in terms of the
ordinates (x,y,z), there is no analogous approach and we
unable to demonstrate synchronization rigorously. Howe
we can show that it is not possible to synchronize usiny
and z as drive variables. We study the third possibilityx
driving! from a numerical perspective.

A. Driving with z

We proceed in reverse order and consider driving w
the coordinatez first, since this proves to be the simple
case. The slave system takes the form

Ẋ5Y and Ẏ5z. ~21!

It is apparent that the important dynamical equation has b
completely lost in this substitution. Moreover, the soluti
can be written as

X5X~0!1@Y~0!2y~0!#t1x~ t !2x~0! and
~22!

Y5Y~0!1y~ t !2y~0!,

which indicates thatY never synchronizes if there is an in
tial separation, andX diverges.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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B. Driving with y

Next, consider driving withy. Then the slave system
takes the form

Ẋ5y and Ż52Z2~T2R1RX2!y2TX. ~23!

If we define the differences,

Dx5X2x and Dz5Z2z ~24!

~we will use this notation henceforth, including als
Dy5Y2y and so forth!, then the equations reduce to

Ḋx50 and Ḋz52Dz2RDx~2x1Dx!y2TDx . ~25!

HenceDx5Dx(0) and

Dz5@Dz~0!2TDx#e
2t1TDx2RDx

3E
0

t

@2x~ t8!1Dx#y~ t8!et82tdt8. ~26!

Thus the system cannot synchronize unlessDx(0)50. Then,
in fact, the system synchronizes whatever the initial sepa
tion, Dz(0).

An important feature of the slave system withy driving
is that the difference inx does not evolve. This suggests
remarkable coordinate change: letx85x, y85y1Ãx and
z85z. In terms of the new variables, the system is writte

ẋ5y82Ãx, ẏ85z1Ãy82Ã2x ~27!

and

ż52z2~T2R1Rx2!~y82Ãx!2Tx. ~28!

If we now synchronize two of the transformed systems us
the variabley8, then the differences evolve according to

Ḋx52ÃDx ~29!

and

Ḋz52Dz2RDx~2x1Dx!y2@T2Ã~T2R!#Dx

1ÃR~Dx1x!2Dx . ~30!

Now, Dx5Dx(0)e2Ãt, and soDx→0 as t→`, provided
Ã.0. Moreover, the forcing terms on the right-hand side
Eq. ~30! also decay exponentially in this limit. Hence als
Dz→0. Thus the system always synchronizes.

The possibility of using a linear transformation of var
ables to generate a new, synchronizable system has
explored in Ref. 2~see also Ref. 10!. This thread will recur
later, but next we attack the problem of the slave withx
driving by brute force.

C. Driving with x

Finally, we deal with the case of driving withx. The
slave system is

Ẏ5Z and Ż52Z2~T2R1Rx2!Y2Tx; ~31!

equivalently,Dz5Ḋy and

D̈y1Ḋy1~T2R1Rx2!Dy50. ~32!
No. 4, 1997
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746 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
That is, the differenceDy evolves as the displacement of
damped oscillator with a time-varying spring constant. W
cannot, in general, demonstrate synchronization or lack o
in this equation. Hence synchronization is not obvious, a
numerical experiments are needed to settle the score.
situation is somewhat similar to that occurring for t
Rössler system.1

Whenx(t) converges to a limit cycle, Eq.~32! is like a
Mathieu equation; the question of synchronization amou
to the resolution of a Floquet problem. Specifically,~32! has
two solutions of the form,F j (t)e

m j t, for j 51,2, where the
functions, F j (t), are periodic with the same period as t
driving limit cycle. Them j ’s are Floquet exponents. If bot
m1 andm2 are negative, the system synchronizes.

In addition, the linear operator in~32! can be recast in
matrix form, from which the trace condition

m11m21150 ~33!

follows. Hence at least one of them j ’s must be negative
Note that these exponents can be defined even if the l
cycle is unstable.

The exponentsm j arenot the same as the Floquet exp
nents that arise from studying the orbital stability of the lim
cycles themselves. That Floquet calculation leads to theor-
bital stability exponents, lk , k51,2,3. Of these, one must b
identically zero as a consequence of the translational inv
ance of the system. To distinguish the two kinds of exp
nents, we refer to them j ’s as thesynchronization stability
exponents.

Whenx(t) is a chaotic signal, ascertaining synchroniz
tion constitutes a generalized kind of Floquet calculation
this case, there is no separation of the solution into a perio
part and an exponential. However, for larget, Dy;em̂ j t,
j 51,2. Now, though, them̂ j ’s are Lyapunov exponents. Not
that the relation~33! will still hold. Once again, these expo
nents are different from the Lyapunov exponents measu
the exponential rate of divergence of neighboring trajecto
on the attractor itself. We denote the latter byl̂k , k51,2,3,
and use the terminology,synchronization Lyapunov expo
nentsandorbital Lyapunov exponents, respectively. The syn
chronization exponents are also referred to asconditional
Lyapunov exponentsin the literature.1

In Fig. 16 we present numerical results for the lead
orbital Lyapunov exponents over the familiar range ofT.
Also shown are the largest orbital stability exponents of
symmetrical and asymmetrical, period-one limit cycles. T
pattern of chaotic windows at smallerT are signified by
spikes in the exponent.

In Fig. 17 we show the analogous results for the lead
synchronization Lyapunov exponents. Once again we
clude the analogous exponents for the two lowest period
bits; where these orbits are stable, the synchroniza
Lyapunov and stability exponents are in agreement. The
gimes in which we expect synchronization withx driving are
clear from this picture: synchronization fails around t
period-doubling cascade, then again for smallerT.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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Notably, synchronization fails whenT drops below
about 27.4. This is the parameter range in which the attracto
considered in Sec. II C appears. The reason why synchroni
zation fails in this case is related to the fact that the flow in
the vicinity of the origin plays a critical role in determining
the dynamics of the system for this attractor. Near
x5y5z50 we have an unstable manifold of two dimen-

FIG. 16. Leading orbital Lyapunov exponent againstT. Dotted lines show
numerically determined exponents. The solid lines labeledS andA denote
the leading orbital stability exponents of the symmetrical and asymmetrical
period-one limit cycles. The points atT539.25 andT539 are derived from
the periodic orbit expansion of Sec. IV. Note that where there is a stable
periodic orbit, the leading exponent is zero.

FIG. 17. Leading synchronization Lyapunov exponent againstT. The dotted
lines show numerical calculations. There are two cases drawn, one derive
starting at smallT and working up, the other at largeT and working down.
Their difference signifies the presence of multiple attractors~particularly
over the range 20,T,25). The solid lines labeledS and A denote the
leading synchronization stability exponents of the symmetrical and asym-
metrical period-one limit cycles. The points atT539.25 andT539 are
derived from the periodic orbit expansion of Sec. IV.
No. 4, 1997
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747N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
sions. Hence the synchronization of an arbitrary coordin
in this case, could in principle prevent the master and sl
from diverging from one another along one of the unsta
directions, but not the other. Hence synchronization
doomed to fail~though a clever linear transformation shou
work, see Ref. 2!.

For smallerT, there are multiple attractors~the exponent
plotted in Fig. 17 is actually taken from two computation
runs, one beginning at largeT and working down, the othe
for small T and working up; this goes some way towar
capturing the ramifications of multiplicity of the attractors!.
The synchronization of the systems here depends on whe
the attractor is periodic or chaotic; where cycles are sta
they are typically synchronizing. This property is lost in t
period doubling cascades and when the orbits disappea
saddle-node bifurcations. The chaotic windows are mo
desynchronizing. We have not explored this in further det

IV. PERIODIC ORBIT EXPANSIONS

The calculations of the last section were largely br
force numerics in nature. We were forced into this becaus
was not possible to rigorously establish whether the sl
with x driving was synchronizable. Now we attempt to take
more elegant tack, and use a periodic orbit expansion to
rive the synchronization properties from a more natural
sis.

A. Cycles

A strange attractor can be viewed as a set of an infi
number of unstable periodic orbits. That is, these orbits
the skeleton of the attractor around which the system
evolving. In fact, an original vision of chaos in the Moore
Spiegel oscillator was that the system wandered incessa
among the neighborhoods of unstable limit cycles.5 Lately
this image has acquired more quantitative meaning in te
of a periodic orbit expansion.11,12

The expansion represents the attributes of the attracto
terms of the properties of the periodic orbits. The aim is
derive statistical chaotic averages by suitably summing o
the cycles. This kind of technique is a natural way to co
pute quantities such as Lyapunov exponents, one simply
mulates an appropriate average over the Floquet expon
of the cycles. For this particular measure of chaos, the
culation amounts to the following construction.

The initial step is an organization of the periodic orbi
First, we discard periodic orbits that are simply multiples
smaller period orbits~that is, multiple encirclings of the
same orbits!. This leaves us with a set of distinct ‘‘prime’
orbits. For simple attractors, the prime orbits can often
conveniently labeled according to their ‘‘order’’; that is, th
approximate integral number of periods of the simplest lim
cycle, or the number of distinct maxima inx ~thus the peri-
odic orbits in Fig. 3 are order 1, 2, and 4!. Moreover, one can
usually attach symbolic labels to the orbits and use sym
dynamics to find and concisely classify them. In fact, t
‘‘map’’ shown in Fig. 5 indicates that the orbits can be o
ganized according to a relatively simple binary alphabet. T
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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letters of the alphabet, 0 and 1, follow from whether t
value ofx on the section~the ‘‘bounce’’ of the orbit! lies to
the right or left of the minima of the ‘‘curves’’ of the ‘‘map’’
~this is not quite the case, but for the lowest period orb
this categorization suffices!.

For T539.25 andT539, we then obtain the lowest
order, prime periodic orbits that are listed in Tables I and
Also listed are the symbol codings, the period,t, and the
leading orbital and synchronization stability eigenvalues,L
andM . These latter quantities are related to the Floquet
ponents:

L5exp l1t and M5exp m1t, ~34!

TABLE I. Periodic orbit information for T539.25. Accuracy check:
z520.0197.

Order Symbolic coding L M Period

1 1 1.8088 2.9147 1.5221
2 01 1.9073 4.8763 3.0001
4 0111 3.5245 29.224 6.0166
6 001011 8.4948 217.84 9.0499
6 001111 8.1771 172.81 9.0320
8 01111111 18.234 1747.0 12.089
8 00010101 17.795 1508.7 12.078
8 00000101 12.574 762.21 12.025

TABLE II. Periodic orbit information for T539. Accuracy check:
z50.0032.

Order Symbolic coding L M Period

1 1 3.144 4.0950 1.5574
2 01 5.717 4.3394 3.0115
3 001 8.552 1.2111 4.3311
3 011 21.79 14.011 4.5459
4 0001 9.749 0.2627 5.5935
4 0011 30.01 3.2028 5.8302
4 0111 57.40 58.94 6.1074
5 00001 9.756 0.0757 6.8271
5 00011 29.35 0.6143 7.0483
5 00101 35.98 5.8512 7.3421
5 00111 48.844 12.071 7.3913
5 01011 121.92 64.624 7.5629
5 01111 188.20 238.01 7.6630
6 000001 8.631 0.0680 8.0453
6 000011 22.70 0.2401 8.2257
6 001101 127.88 22.132 8.8840
6 001111 172.07 49.053 8.9446
7 0000001 5.335 0.0859 9.2637
7 0000011 11.09 0.1674 9.3645
7 0001001 79.158 0.3370 9.9229
7 0001011 165.56 2.1810 10.0740
7 0010111 323.66 52.832 10.4090
7 0011101 364.58 89.296 10.4433
8 00001001 66.365 0.1458 11.1539
8 00001011 111.06 0.5854 11.2564
8 00100101 333.15 6.9288 11.6728
8 00100111 495.46 16.056 11.7307
8 00100011 578.20 7.6902 11.5930
8 00101101 829.69 87.118 11.8971
No. 4, 1997
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748 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
where we order the exponents such thatl1 and m1 are the
largest. Shortly we will also add the subscriptp to distin-
guish the orbits.

It turns out that for T539, there are period-6 and
period-7 orbits with anomalously small stability eigenvalues
That is, there are high-order orbits that are unusually stabl
The expansion should in principle be carried out to includ
all orbits up to and including at least these orders. We in
clude those listed in Table II, though we have made no a
tempt to ensure that we have not missed some of the strong
unstable, higher-order orbits; there is an accuracy check th
gives us confidence that any error is small~and permits us to
proceed without undue sophistication in finding the orbits!.
We have also omitted the symmetrical period-1 orbit since
lies outside the attractor, and ignored the coexisting mirro
image. We could use symbol dynamics and ‘‘pruning’’ in
tandem with explicit symmetry considerations to put this on
a more rigorous basis.13

For T539, we show the attractor and its representatio
in terms of the limit cycles in Fig. 18. Note that were we no
able to include the anomalously stable pairs of period-6 an
period-7 orbits, then there would be a noticeable lack o
coverage of the attractor, section and map, particularly in th
region corresponding to the right-hand edge and maximu
of the map.

B. Expansion

Back to the expansion. A key feature of the cycle expan
sion is to organize and truncate the sum based upon the ord
of the orbits. Given orbits of orderp andq, we assign order
p1q to their ‘‘product,’’ and organize that product in the

FIG. 18. Representation of the attractor by periodic orbits atT539. Panels
~a! and~b! show phase portraits of the attractor and collection of limit cycles
used in the expansion. Panels~c! and~d! show the usual section and return
map with the periodic points superposed.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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same basket as the orderp1q order orbits. Then we assume
a certain truncation in order,N, and deal only with orbits and
their products up to and less thanN.

The averaging formulas take the form of sums, denote
(8, over all, nonrepeating combinations of prime orbits:

1

z
511 (

p11•••1pk

8 ~21!k

uLp1
•••Lpk

u
50 ~35!

and

l̂5
1

^t& (
p11•••1pk

8
~21!k

lnuLp1
u1•••1 lnuLpk

u

uLp1
•••Lpk

u
, ~36!

where

^t&5 (
p11•••1pk

8
~21!k

tp1
1•••1tpk

uLp1
•••Lpk

u
, ~37!

and for thekth orbit of orderp, denotedpk , the largest sta-
bility eigenvalue isLpk

andtpk
is its period.

For example, for the orbits listed in Table~I! at
T539.25:

1

z
'12

1

uL1u
2

1

uL01u
1

1

uL1L01u
2

1

uL0011u
~38!

and

l̂'
1

^t&F lnuL1u
uL1u

1
lnuL10u
uL01u

2
~ lnuL1u1 lnuL10u!

uL1L01u

1
lnuL0011u
uL0011u

G , ~39!

where

^t&'
t1

uL1u
1

t10

uL01u
2

~t11t10!

uL1L01u
1

t0011

uL0011u
, ~40!

up to fourth order.
The first of the sums corresponds to probability conser

vation. It may be used as a check on the convergence of th
expansion~see for example, Fig. 19!. For T539.25, conver-
gence is adequate, less so atT539. The reason is simply the
influence of the relatively stable, high-order orbits.

FIG. 19. Periodic orbit sums showing the convergence ofz21 to zero and
the other sums to the orbital and synchronization Lyapunov exponents fo
~a! T539.25 and~b! T539.
No. 4, 1997
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749N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
In a similar vein, we can define an orbit expansion
the synchronization Lyapunov exponent:

m̂5
1

^t& (
p11•••1pk

8
~21!k

lnuM p1
u1•••1 lnuM pk

u

uLp1
•••Lpk

u
. ~41!

The orbit sums for both orbital and synchronizati
Lyapunov exponents are shown in Fig. 19. These sums
gest thatl̂'0.229 andm̂'0.585 atT539.25, andl̂'0.327
and m̂'20.144 atT539. These points are plotted in Fig
16 and 17, where they show agreement with direct numer
evaluations.

In practical terms, it is computationally easier to eva
ate exponents numerically rather than via periodic orbit
pansion. This becomes especially so for smallerT, when the
attractor develops, and the structure of the set of perio
orbits becomes more convoluted. One might then ask
question of how useful the exercise has been.

However, the point of the expansion is that it can p
vide additional insight. The orbits are tools that we may u
to pick apart the attractor. Somewhat surprisingly, one’s fi
guess based on the orbital expansion for synchroniza
turns out to be wrong. That is, the lowest-order perio
orbits that typically dominate the statistical averages all h
synchronization stability eigenvalues greater than one. T
one can never synchronize to the simplest bones of the
tractor’s skeleton. In fact, the orbits that contribute most
the synchronization exponent are those with many boun
on the right-hand side of the map in Fig. 18.~equivalently,
orbits with symbolic designations containing many 0’s
Table II!. These orbits are the relatively stable ones aT
539, which is why they have such a dominant effect. Bu
is surprising that the system still synchronizes as we loweT
and the structure of the periodic orbits changes.

Note that the synchronization Lyapunov exponent d
not reverse sign in an erratic fashion~except for values ofT
in the range 15–25!. Overall, the synchronization expone
is a somewhat less complicated function ofT than the orbital
exponentl̂. Hence we have some grounds for believing th
synchronization occurs over entire ranges ofT and does not
suddenly disappear for isolated, narrow windows inT.

The main lesson of the periodic orbit expansion is t
the features of the attractor that determine the synchron
tion properties are certainly not transparent; chaotic avera
can have a convoluted origin. For synchronization ex
nents, the average is over competing periodic orbits. Hen
would be exceedingly difficult to predict synchronizatio
from any simple criterion. However, this is practically a
that the expansion tells us overall, other than the exp
evaluation of the exponents.

V. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

In the considerations of Sec. III, we pointed out that o
could not generally synchronize the Moore–Spiegel sys
with certain coordinates. Indeed synchronization forx driv-
ing depended upon the parameters within the model; this
relatively common phenomenon found in several other n
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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linear systems. Yet with a suitable coordinate transformat
in Sec. III B, we could generate a system that always s
chronized. We now consider this further.

In Sec. I C we introduced the alternative coordinate s
tem (x,y,l), wherel and z are related via thenonlinear
coordinate transformation (7). In the alternative coordina
the two systems take the form of~8! and ~9!. Though the
master system that we may construct from these new e
tions is identical with the original oscillator, when we tak
the new coordinates as drive variables, the slave system
rather different from those considered in Sec. III. We co
sider these slave systems in more detail, but it is conveni
and more insightful, to do this from the viewpoint of th
generalized potential systems of which the transform
Moore–Spiegel system is a special case.

For the generalized potential systems, the uncoup
equations take the form,

ẋ5y, Ẋ5Y, ~42!

ẏ52Vx~x,l!2ny, Ẏ52VX~X,L!2nY, ~43!

and

l̇52e@l1g~x!#, L̇52e@L1g~X!#, ~44!

wheren ande are positive constants,g(x) is a polynomial,
and the potentialV(x,l) is

V~x,l!5
xm

m
2 (

k51

m21

ak~l!
xk

k
, ~45!

with m an integer.
If we synchronize master and slave inx, then

Ẏ52
]V~x,L!

]x
2nY, L̇52e@L1g~x!#; ~46!

the differences evolve according to

Ḋl52eDl ,
~47!

Ḋy5 (
k51

m21

@ak~Dl1l!2ak~l!#xk212nDy .

ThusDl→0, and soL→l, as t→`. In addition, provided
n Þ 0, Y→y and the systems synchronize independently
parameter values and initial conditions~unless the slave di-
verges in finite time, which seems unlikely!.

If n50, however, which is the case for the Moore
Spiegel oscillator, we have only thatḊy→0 ast→0. Hence
Y synchronizes withy to within a constant offset; that is
Y→y1c where c is a constant determined by the initia
condition. This somewhat restricted form of synchronizati
may be as good as the real thing in many situations~cf. Ref.
15!. In any case, the slave will always reproduce the com
cated dynamics of the master; it is simply offset.

If we next drive the slave system withy, then we find

Ẋ5y and L̇52e@L1g~X!#. ~48!

Equivalently,
No. 4, 1997
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750 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
Ḋx50 and Ḋl52e@Dl1g~x1Dx!2g~x!#. ~49!

The situation is now very similar to Sec. III B in that th
difference Ḋx does not evolve. So synchronization fai
However, we now adopt the change of variabley85y1Ãx,
whereÃ is real and positive, as in Sec. III B, and drive th
system withy8. We are then led to the evolution equation

Ḋx52ÃDx , Ḋl52e@Dl1g~Dx1x!2g~x!#. ~50!

Thus X→x and g(Dx1x)→g(x) for t→`, and synchroni-
zation is ensured.

Finally, driving withl produces a complicated nonline
equation for the differences:

Ḋx5Dy , Ḋy52@VX~X,l!2Vx~x,l!#2nDy . ~51!

In this case we cannot extract any general results about
chronization. The system may synchronize or not depend
upon parameter values, just as for the case we treated in
III C, and possibly even on the initial condition.

To summarize, once one writes the system in a suita
form, there are two synchronizing coordinates~or two up to
a constant offset ifn50). It is noteworthy that the change
of variable we have used are nonlinear ones, in contras
the linear transformations considered in Ref. 2. It is a
worth emphasizing that this generalized potential viewpo
has identified two synchronizing coordinates for a wide cl
of nonlinear systems.

VI. FINITE TIME-STEP SYNCHRONIZATION

We have now dealt in some detail with the synchroni
tion properties of the Moore–Spiegel system, based upon
idea of master-slave coupling. However, this is not the o
possible way to couple the systems in order to synchron
them. A second possibility, which is similar in flavor but n
in mathematical detail, is to solve a succession of initi
value problems in which one evolves the slave for a fix
interval of time, then afterwards resets one of the coordina
~the analogue of the drive variable! and begins anew. This
finite-step form of synchronization was introduced in Ref.
and appears to work for the Lorenz equations in some
rameter regimes. From the mathematical point of view i
difficult to establish any general results about this alterna
prescription, and here we settle for a relatively light disc
sion.

We consider the possibility of synchronizing th
Moore–Spiegel system using finite-step resetting of the
ordinatex. We select this variable since, without a coord
nate transformation, we have seen that it can conceivably
as a successful drive, whereasy andz cannot.

Once again we will use exponents to quantify synch
nization. For the finite-step prescription we may define
synchronization exponent according to the following pro
dure. We take a trajectory of the master system@x(t),
y(t),z(t)], and then consider a nearby slave trajecto
@X(t),Y(t),Z(t)#. Provided the two orbits are close, we m
linearize the slave equations about the master orbit; infi
tesimal differences evolve according to
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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ḋx5dy , ḋy5dz ,

ḋz52dz1~R2T2Rx2!dy2~2Rxy1T!dx . ~52!

We evolve this equation betweennt and (n11)t with
n51,2, . . . ,wheret is the resetting interval, subject to the
initial conditions,dx(nt)50 and continuity indy and dz .
Then, ast→`, (dy ,dz);em̃t, wherem̃ represents the lead-
ing finite-step synchronization exponent~there are three in
total!.

One noteworthy point about Eq.~52! is that it is identical
to the equations one solves for the orbital Lyapunov exp
nents of the master system itself~modulo initial values!.
However, there is no obvious connection between th
Lyapunov exponents andm̃. When the master system follows
a stable periodic orbit, the Lyapunov exponents are negati
and one expects perturbations about the orbit to deca
Hence it is not unreasonable to suspect that where there
stable orbits,m̃ is negative and the slave synchronizes. Thi
is verified in Fig. 20, which shows calculations of the expo
nent m̃ for four values oft. The interesting aspect of the
calculation is that synchronization occurs even where the o
bital Lyapunov exponent is positive~that is, where there is
chaos!.

On comparing the exponents with the correspondin
ones for the continuous version considered in Sec. III, it als
appears as though the finite-step prescription can be mo
effective; by judiciously choosingt, we may synchronize the
systems over almost the whole range inT, and often with
faster convergence.

However, there is a serious deficiency in the calculation
shown in Fig. 20 and their interpretation. The exponents a

FIG. 20. Finite-step synchronization exponent againstT for ~a! t50.001,
~b! t50.01,~c! t50.03, and~d! t50.04. Also shown by the dotted lines is
the leading synchronization exponent for the continuous form of maste
slave synchronization. These calculations are conducted beginning at la
T and working down, taking the final point from the calculation at the
previous value ofT as the initial point.
No. 4, 1997
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based on the linear stability of the orbit of the master syste
This kind of calculation completely ignores the possibilit
that this trajectory is unstable to finite amplitude perturb
tions and that there are other attractors in the slave syst
@Such a possibility plagues any synchronization prescripti
based on linear theory; the continuous case considered
Sec. III fortuitously took a linear form for the differences an
so there was no such problem.# In fact, in the current prob-
lem, synchronization shows a pronounced dependence on
initial condition. This is brought out in Fig. 21 which show
the ~nonlinear! evolution of the slave system atT535 from
four different, closely spaced initial conditions. Two case
synchronize; the others appear never to. In fact, the sec
pair converges to the same solution, which is the signature
a convergence to a different attractor in the slave syste
Some details of this attractor are shown in Fig. 22.

Thus although the finite-step method can potentially im
prove synchronization, it is flawed in its sensitivity to initia
condition.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main thrusts of this work have fallen in two direc
tions. First, we have provided a detailed description of bifu
cations along one pathway in parameter space for
Moore–Spiegel oscillator. The range of behavior th
emerges is rather rich, much like the complicated tapes
woven by the Lorenz equations. Second we have stud
whether identical Moore–Spiegel oscillators can synchron
in the sense of Pecora and Carroll, or through the discr
resetting of a coordinate after fixed intervals.16

The lesson we learn from the synchronization study
that the system as given in Eqs.~3! and ~4! cannot be syn-
chronized on using two of the coordinates, but can be w
the other (x). However, even synchronization in that coord
nate fails over certain parameter ranges; the determination
where synchronization is successful boils down to a nume
cal exercise, with few obvious clues to aid one. If one

FIG. 21. The logarithm~base 10! of the absolute difference betweeny and
Y for four calculations atT535 with slightly different initial conditions.
The initial conditions areX5x and (Y,Z)5q(1,1) for q53, 3.2, 3.25, and
3.3, with (x,y,z) a given point on the master’s attractor.
Chaos, Vol. 7,
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faced with a system with given drive variables, this approac
would be what one would be up against; our study will prov
useful in that context.

A much more elegant approach is to recognize that b
simple coordinate transformations, one can write the syste
in a form that is readily synchronizable. This was alread
known for linear coordinate transformations of systems su
as Rössler’s equations in some circumstances.2 Here we have
employed nonlinear changes of variable and taken the id
one step further.

In this regard, the Moore–Spiegel system proves ve
useful. In the process of unravelling some of the mathema
cal distinctions between this system, Ro¨ssler’s oscillator and
the Lorenz equations, Marzec and Spiegel recast all three
the form of generalized potential systems. This amounts
nonlinear coordinate transformations of the original var
ables, and the resulting equations can be recognized to
synchronizable~or essentially so!, independently of param-
eter values, initial condition, and numerical experimentatio
Moreover, the method is easily extended to systems
higher dimension and with more than one positive Lyapuno
exponent~cf. Ref. 14!.

In other words, by simply rewriting the original system
we can often engineer synchronization, a property that h

FIG. 22. ~a! Phase portrait and~b! time series for the slave system atT535
with initial condition X(0)5x(0) andY(0)5Z(0)53.3. In ~a!, the phase
portrait of the master system is also shown. In~b!, Y andZ are shown scaled
and offset.
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752 N. J. Balmforth and R. V. Craster: Synchronizing Moore and Spiegel
also been pointed out previously.10 Moreover, the expression
of the equations as a generalized potential system is a
venient, unifying tack to take. Put another way, we gi
guidelines as to exactly what combinations of coordina
one must feed into the slave from the master in order
achieve synchronization. This is an alternative to ot
approaches17 that modify the equations of the slave system
order to achieve synchronization.
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